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[Panel 5] Song, Lament, Love: Harking Back to the Sounds of Elegy

Slot 1: 1:30 - 2:20pm
Don Lavigne, Texas Tech University [don.lavigne@ttu.edu]
Performing Archaic Epigram

Archaic epigram is usually separated from the main poetic modes of the Archaic period 
because it does not entail performance. In this paper, I will explore the some of the ways 
in which this exclusion can be challenged, especially in light of the subsequent flowering 
of the genre in the Hellenistic period and beyond. By showing how epigram participated 
in the performance culture of Archaic Greek song, I will suggest a possible explanation 
for the genre’s influence on the elegiac genre more broadly. Although meter, occasion, 
medium and length all are important factors, I will focus on the particularities of poetic 
voice and its development in the genre over time.  Of course, one of the most impor-
tant differences between the performed and inscribed poetry of archaic Greece lies in 
the conception of the author. Central to the archaic Greek understanding of performed 
poetry is the conceit of the controlling voice of an individual author. However, this 
figure is completely effaced in archaic epigram. Building upon my previous work which 
maintains that the archaic authorial persona can be seen to occupy a variety of roles, 
ranging from the omnipresent absence of Homer’s narrative voice to the completely 
engaged voice of Archilochus, I show how the authorial voice of archaic epigram, in its 
very effacement, becomes an important feature of the epigrammatic genre. Situating the 
epigrammatic voice within the performance culture of Archaic Greece will illuminate 
the later development of authority and authorial voice within epigram as well as other 
genres in the elegiac mode.

Slot 2: 2:30 - 3:20pm
Inês Silva, Edinburgh University [Ines.Silva@ed.ac.uk]
When to groan: Manly endurance and womanly grief in Archilochus’ fr. 13W

Archilochus’ fr. 13W sets out emotional strategies for dealing with loss. The poetic voice 
assures the addressee, Pericles, that the other citizens cannot begrudge them his groa-
ning, even if it disturbs ongoing festivities in the polis, because the dead were excellent 
men. However, we learn, this type of “womanly” grief is not the only option, for the gods 
have given humans the capacity for endurance.
This paper focuses on the sound of groaning in fr. 13W and its link to the conceptualisa-
tion of mourning as an emotional but regulated activity, with an impact on the commu-
nity. Sorrow can be expressed loudly as the exteriorisation of psychological states, and 
as such it engages other people’s senses and emotions. This disturbs communal life, as 
loss is unpredictable and can strike at inconvenient moments, e.g. during a celebra-
tion. The sounds of sorrow thus merge conceptually with its accompanying actions and 
moral evaluations of those actions. Fr. 13W in particular draws an opposition between 
a dramatic form of mourning, linked to female behaviour, and soundless composure, 
implicitly prescribed as the more appropriate emotional strategy for men.
This paper also aims to understand how the conceptual framework operating here fits 
with the rest of Archilochus’ elegiac corpus. The variety of archaic elegy has stunted 
scholarly attempts to define it as a unified genre. West, for example, described it broadly 
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as a first-person address in elegiacs, set in specific contexts (1974:2). In a conceptual 
perspective, Archilochus’ elegies reveal a concern, not with specific topics or situations, 
but with a specific person in a specific role: the elite male and his rights and duties in 
the community. Elegy follows him as he drinks, fights and sails, and deals with the 
perils and dilemmas associated with these activities, such as external judgement, divine 
responsibility, and, of course, loss.

Slot 3: 3:40 - 4:30pm
Lawrence Kowerski, Hunter College (CUNY) [lkowersk@hunter.cuny.edu]
The Clear Singing of Young Men and Hades’ House of Wailing: Elegiac Sound in the Theog-
nidea

This paper considers the way sound appears in how the Theognidea presents its own 
performance. Theogn. 237-54 provides a primary description of the sympotic performance 
for this elegiac sylloge.  The sound of the elegiac performance, from the clear, ordered 
singing of young men (241-3: νέοι ἄνδρες …. καλά τε καὶ λιγέα ᾄσονται) to the aulodic 
accompaniment (241: αὐλίσκοισι λιγυφθόγγοις) is a prominent feature of this descrip-
tion. While sound gives definition to this context, it also draws attention to some larger 
functions of elegy. Specifically, the sonority in the Theognidean symposia emphasizes the 
relationship between elegy and commemoration in terms appropriate to early hexame-
tric poetry (245: κλέος; 246: ἄφθιτον ἀνθρώποις αἰὲν ἔχων ὄνοµα; 251-2: πᾶσι δ᾿ ὅσοισι 
µέµηλε καὶ ἐσσοµένοισιν ἀοιδὴ ἔσσῃ ὁµῶς). Yet, this emphasis is directly compared, in 
terms of acoustics, with another tradition associated with elegy, namely the singing 
of lament (244: πολυκωκύτους εἰς Ἀΐδαο δόµους). Although this comparison might 
support a purported evolutionary link between elegy and lament (Page 1936; Nagy 2010; 
Nobili 2006 and 2011), this paper takes a different approach and argues that these verses 
point to the capacity of archaic elegy to define itself in contradistinction to other poetic 
forms while incorporating diction and features of those forms (Irwin 2010; Aloni 2009; 
Edmunds 1985). Other moments in the Theognidea emphasizing aural features also point 
toward this engagement with and distinction from other poetry (hexametric epic: 11-4, 
15-18; epigram: 19-23; Bakker 2016). Ultimately, this paper argues that sound is one way 
in which the Theognidea, and archaic elegy more generally, shows that a defining feature 
of elegy is an awareness of other poetic traditions and an emphasis on distinction from 
these traditions. Thus, in Theogn. 237-54, sound highlights similarities between sympotic 
and elegiac lament while also emphasizing the distinctness of the two types of elegies.

Slot 4: 4:40 - 5:30pm
Massimo Giuseppetti, Università degli Studi Roma Tre [massimo.giuseppetti@uniro-
ma3.it]
Hermesianax’ Erotic Poetics in Context

The critical discourse about Hellenistic elegy has been for the most part content to 
draw comparisons with either Callimachus (usually at the expense of minor or badly 
preserved figures) or Roman elegy. What often matters is merely to demonstrate that 
Hellenistic elegy was a precursor of Roman elegy.  However, the time is ripe to try and 
go beyond the fetish of the Callimachean, ancient or modern.  To this end, in my paper 
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I wish to put Hermesianax of Colophon at centre stage. After a brief survey of what has 
survived of his production, I will consider with fresh eyes his long catalogue on the 
love-affairs of poets and philosophers (fr. 3 Lightfoot = 7 Powell) from the Leontion, in 
the hope that it may offer new insights into the nature of his poetical endeavour and its 
significance within the larger picture of the early Hellenistic age.
Scholars have often assumed that fr. 3 is representative of the Leontion as a whole, and 
that it is a typical example of Hellenistic elegy, more specifically the contemporary 
elegiac production that Callimachus more or less explicitly would react to in his Aetia. 
As a matter of fact, there is no evidence that the narrative structure of fr. 3 L. = 7 P. was 
extended to the whole of the Leontion. I suggest that this fragment is best understood 
as an exemplary catalogue whereby Hermesianax appropriates and rewrites the Greek 
intellectual tradition from the point of view of his main poetic preoccupation: love. In 
doing so, he also creates new biographical narratives about the poets and the philoso-
phers he portrays. This is particularly likely, as I shall argue, in the cases of Mimnermus, 
Antimachus, and, to a lesser extent, Hesiod: here Hermesianax has exerted a lasting 
influence on the later reception of his fellow poets.
Many believe that the impulse for writing the Leontion comes from Hermesianax’ 
personal biography. Even if we concede this (and the evidence is at best thin), the 
problem remains that the long catalogue in fr. 3 L. does not exhibit much ‘personal’ 
involvement on the narrator’s part. Several features of this text suggest that the poet is 
more interested in the broad phenomenology of eros, an interest that he clearly shares 
with prominent figures of the Peripatos. All in all, Hermesianax appears as a highly 
creative poet who is deeply engaged with the intellectual trends of his age.
 

Slot 6: 10:00 - 10:50am
Thomas Nelson, Cambridge University [tjn28@cam.ac.uk]
Sweet and Shrill Songbirds: The Sounds of Lament in Graeco-Roman Elegy

Birdsong was a common metaphor for poetry in antiquity, from the Hesiodic nightin-
gale (Op.203-12) and Anacreontic swallow (fr.394a) to the Horatian swan (Carm.2.20) and 
Virgil’s goose (Ecl.9.35-36). In this paper, however, I focus on two particular birds that 
developed a special association with the sounds of elegiac poetry: the swan and the 
nightingale. Both birds were apt emblems of elegy, given their connection with lamen-
tation and loss: the nightingale was aetiologically linked with a grieving mother who 
had killed her son, either by accident or design (Procne: Ov.Met.6.424-674; Aeon: Hom.
Od.19.518-24); and the swan was thought to break out into beautiful song on the point of 
death, proleptically lamenting its demise (Aristot.HA.615b). It is thus no surprise that they 
both frequently appear as elegiac figures in Greco-Roman poetry: the nightingale in Calli-
machus (Epigr.2 Pf., Hymn 5.93-96), Catullus (Carm.65.11-16), Propertius (1.18.25-30), Ovid 
(Fast.4.481-86; Her.15.151-56; Met.2.367-80, 14.428-34) and Virgil (Georg.4.507-20; the swan in 
Virgil (Aen.10.185-193) and Ovid (Fast.2.91-110; Trist.5.1.9-14; Her.7.1-2).  Rather than dwelling 
on their thematic association with mourning, however, in this paper I explore the ancient 
terms used to describe the song of these birds, especially its shrillness (λιγυρότης/ liqui-
ditas) and sweetness (γλυκύτης/dulcedo). Through study of the Homeric scholia, Dionysius 
Thrax, Isidorus and other sources, I highlight how both of these concepts align birdsong, 
lament and elegiac poetry. These birds prove perfect emblems of elegy not only in their 
constant lamentation, but also in the very sound and nature of their song.  
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Slot 7: 11:10 - 12:00am 
Eugenia Nicolaci, Freie Universität Berlin [eugenianicolaci@gmail.com]
Catullus 101: An Example of Male Elegy?

This contribution is devoted to the analysis of Catullus’s poem 101, the elegy dedicated 
to the brother’s mourning. I will highlight how the funeral elegy, as defined by Gregory 
Nagy (2010) within the framework of mourning as a “speech of fate”, represents the 
opportunity to narrate the singer’s own misfortunes. Then, I will attempt to point out 
Catullus’s role, starting from the gestures that define his identity. The mourning allows 
him to tell about the sea voyage and to put together his feelings in front of his brother’s 
burial. In this sense, the lament is not only a performance, but also the story of a life 
experience. In his study about the origin of the elegiac form in Ancient Greece, Nagy 
points out how funeral lament was originally a female task. According to this position, 
elegy developed from the oral tradition of the funeral lament sung by women. After that, 
we find representations of lament within the genre of tragedy. Performing a monody, 
a man represents a female lament by recounting her own misfortunes. In this sense, 
Catullus’s poem 101 recalls the tradition of female lament, as represented by tragedy, 
in the context of the masculinized elegy. Indeed, the presence, within the poem, of the 
ritual elements belonging to the funeral homage can be interpreted as a feminisation 
of the elegy. The Latin poet adopts the elegiac meter to speak of an autobiographical 
experience and performs a ritual that is traditionally entrusted to women. So eventually 
he assumes a female role. Once again, this aspect exalts the power of the Latin elegy 
to destabilize the canonical gender division, thus making a woman speak through the 
mouth of a man. 

Slot 8: 12:10am - 1:00pm
Micah Myers, Kenyon College [myersm1@kenyon.edu]
Elegy and the Didactics of Parthenius’ Erotika Pathemata

This paper approaches Parthenius’ Erotika Pathemata (EP) as a didactic text that influences 
Latin love elegy through its subject matter as well as through the manner in which it 
presents the utterances and sounds of unhappy lovers as a sonic palette to be trans-
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lated and transformed by Roman poets. The didactic dimension of the EP is signalled 
in its dedication to Cornelius Gallus, which presents the collection as both educational 
and as material for Gallus and by extension other Roman poets to use in their own 
poetry. I approach the depictions of lovers in the EP as models for the representations 
of elegiac amatores and puellae. The words and other vocalizations that Parthenius’ 
lovers utter is an especially fruitful aspect of the archetypes that they offer for Latin 
poetry. For example, Vergil presents Gallus in Eclogues 10 as wandering through Arcadia 
while Lycoris follows a rival lover into military camps. This paper argues that there 
are parallels between Vergil’s Gallus and Parthenius’ depiction in EP 36 of Arganthone 
wandering distraught around the place where she first united with her lover Rhesus 
after learning that he has died in a Trojan military encampment. Moreover, the sounds 
and silences attributed to Arganthone are echoed in the utterances—and moments of 
quiet—by Vergil’s Gallus in Eclogues 10.
This paper adds to the discussion of Parthenius’ influence on Roman poetry by stressing 
how the exchange of ideas and sounds between Greeks and Romans was foundational 
for the development of Latin love elegy. Yet Parthenius’ own experiences point to the 
darker elements of Roman education via Greek individuals, texts, and objects: Parthe-
nius was a Greek intellectual who, according to Suda π 664, was taken captive during the 
Third Mithridatic War, only to be freed because of his erudition and brought to Italy by 
Cinna (either the poet or his father). Given this context, Parthenius’ presentation of the 
Erotika Pathemata as a Greek collection for Gallus to use in his Roman poetic endeavours 
reflects a constellation of imperial appropriations of ideas, traditions, objects, bodies, 
sounds, and even laments—elegy echoing across the ancient Mediterranean in all its 
many forms.

Slot 9: 2:30 - 3:20pm
Eva Anagnostou-Laoutides, Macquarie University, Australia [eva.anagnostou-laoutides 
@mq.edu.au]
The Sounds of Losing Control: Elegiac Lovers and Speech Patterns

Despite being notoriously elusive, ancient elegy is generally associated with a sense of 
loss and sadness, exemplified in mourning songs from where elegy is supposed to derive 
its etymology (Severyns 1938: 2.99-101; Grandolini 1999: 3-8; cf. West 1974: 7-9; Bowie 
1986: 25; Nagy 2010). The obsession of Roman elegy with love and the dangers of loss 
that lurk in it –loss of the beloved but above all, the humiliating and unmanly loss of 
the male self– undeniably echoes the “original” mourning elegies. This paper focuses on 
select elegies of Propertius and Ovid and traces the mourning sounds of Roman elegy. 
Beyond adding to the conventional rhetorical effects of Roman elegy, such as referring 
to oneself as “miserable,” I wish to discuss the vocal effects of elegiac sadness including 
groaning (gemitu/gemere), crying (fletu/flere and/or lacrimare/lacrima), mourning (luctus/
lugere), shouting (clamo/clamare) but also silence (silentium/taciturnitas/quies) (Hope 
2018). My argument is that abrupt changes in the lover’s speech patterns (e.g. excessive 
garrulity/sudden silences/recurrent reliance on exclamations such as en, a! etc), a theme 
already developed by Hellenistic poets (e.g. Callimachus, Aet.67.1-4 with Cairns 2002; 
Theocritus, Id.1.93-4) and ridiculed in Roman comedy (e.g. Plautus’ Mercator), offer an 
acoustic framework that exemplifies erotic madness even in the face of denying it. In 
other words, the sound effects of Roman elegy mirror the breaking down of the male 
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self. From this perspective, Roman elegy could be appreciated as a male response to 
the mourning songs typically associated with women (e.g. the nenia) and perhaps, even 
a conscious attempt to associate elegiac with the old-elegos-lament (Rosenmeyer 1968); 
in this context, the theatrical and ritual aspects of Roman elegy, as well as its gender 
aesthetics, can be re-evaluated. 
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Slot 10: 3:30 - 4:20pm
Bill Gladhill (via skype), McGill University [charles.gladhill@mcgill.ca]
Singing the nenia and the poetics of the Praeficae

The songs and sounds of women’s ritual mourning attended most every burial in Ancient 
Rome, and yet in spite of this ubiquity neniae (funeral dirges) and their singers (praeficae) 
are silenced within or filtered through the literary record. While nearly 95-98 percent of 
all ancient written material has been lost—not to mention the utter totality of the lived 
song cultures and oral traditions that attended the day to day lives of Romans—this 
does not mean that songs like neniae did not influence Roman literature, such as Roman 
Elegy, and that they were not encoded and reflected in the remaining evidence such 
as in Roman inscriptions and literary episodes of lament. This paper will build upon 
scholarship on neniae (see, in particular, Heller 1943, Habinek 2005: 233-56 and Dutsch 
2008) and female lament (Alexiou 1974/2002, Holst-Warhaft 1992, Treggiari 1993: 483-98, 
Corbeill 2004: 67-107, Keith 2008, Suter 2008, Swift 2010: 298-366, Sharrock 2011, Erker 
2011, Richlin 2014, Hope 2019) by situating neniae and their singers within broader ideas 
about Roman spirituality and the impact of song on the afterlife. In addition, the paper 
will suggest that neniae and their cultural significance may allow researchers new ways 
of reading texts, inscriptions and Roman funerary rituals.
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